A CALL THROUGH TIME REVIEWS:
5 stars “Haunting time travel tale” JennM
“I have loved all Tricia's books but so far this is my favorite!”
Jennifer Macaire for Wordweaving and MidWest Book review
“This is a wonderfully complex tale about a man in another time. Ms. Mc Gill is at her best
describing the settings and making us feel as if we’re in ancient times, with the good and the
bad – the deep forest and roman villages, the clothes and food are all brought to life for the
reader. The characters are real and their story captivates… Interwoven with treachery and
violence, the magic of the Celts, shape shifters and the old songs and legends, this story will
sweep you into another time - one that you won’t want to leave!”
Chere Gruver Simply Ebooks
“This is a fascinating time-travel. I was engrossed from the first page. As this is a time period
that I also find fascinating, I was enthralled by the day to day details contained in this story.
Life definitely wasn't easy for these people. This is definitely a book that I recommend to all
lovers of time-travel romance.”
Tonya Ramagos A.K.A. Calley Moore
"…a wonderful love story packed with adventure. I'm not usually a reader of novels written in
ancient times or any time that takes you out of the present but this is one I'm glad I didn't
miss. Ms. McGill has created a great story that will pull you in and hold you captive until the
very last page. Her writing style and description of the setting, characters, and happenings
make it easy to follow no matter what category of romance you are accustomed to reading. I
truly enjoyed this novel and I look forward to reading more of her works."
Maria Desrosiers, eBook Reviews Weekly
“Tricia McGill spins an adventurous tale that is full of rich history and a deep and profound
love that spans lifetimes. I really enjoyed the travels and the gentle love that blossoms… Tricia
McGill's writing style is warm and inviting with lots of great research woven into the story.
The characters were believable and the plot well thought-out with many surprises. I highly
recommend this for anyone who loves romance and love.”
Reviewer: Judy Cook
“…starts off with a bang, slows a bit in the middle, and then has a super-fantastic ending. It
even brought tears to my eyes, and this reviewer is a tough old bird. It is a fascinating read,
with its history of England as it was after the Romans had departed. The characters are
wonderful, and I had no trouble believing I had been spirited to the distant past with these
people. Tricia McGill has done a wonderful job.”
Carmel Vivier for Romance Reviews Today
"Ms. McGill's other world development is very believable. She provides realistic characters,
and the landscape of Qindaga is similar enough to earth to avoid being jarring. She tells a

good story that flows nicely and is consistent. This book does provide a love story and lots of
sexual tension. Ms. McGill is a good writer with a unique story idea, a great imagination and
a nice writing style with excellent dialogue. I look forward to her next offering."
Astrid Kinn Romance Reviews Today
This is an interesting time travel with fascinating detail about the Dark Ages-a time period I
admit to knowing almost nothing about. Rather than dwelling on the details of the period,
then, I was able to just sit and enjoy the tale, and enjoy it I did. Brys, a modern English
gentleman becomes a bona fide hero, pulling Haesal and her brother out of many scrapes that
most definitely would have been their end. I liked everything about this hero, except he tried
so hard and so often to win Haesal's affections that I grew a bit weary of his attempts,
although I forgave him at the end. Haesal was perfectly portrayed, in my opinion. Unusually
bright, she was not, however, rebellious or too independent, and that added to her credibility
as a woman living in the fifth century. Secondary characters were necessary to make this plotdriven tale work, and they were both fascinating and, at times, repulsive. This story is not
sugar coated, so watch out for some gore and stink, and all those elements one would expect
during this time. Thoroughly entertaining, this book will provide enjoyment for those readers
interested in time travel romance and historical detail of the early centuries of British history.
Belinda Palmer.
This is a delicious journey back to 450 A.D. Brys and Haesal are paired by fate, only to be ripped
apart when Brys must return to his century. But Tricia McGill comes to the rescue, masterfully
setting love back on course with her very satisfying ending. I got a knot in the pit of my
stomach. The luxury of romance novels is that they end happy. So I read on, wondering how
Tricia would fix that. And she did, with modern people believing in past lives. That issue always
makes its way into my books, so I especially appreciated that.

